This work proposes a new method for depth completion of sparse LiDAR data using a convolutional neural network which learns to generate "almost" full 3D pointclouds with significantly lower root mean squared error (RMSE) over state-of-the-art methods. An almost dense high-confidence/low-variance point-cloud is more valuable for safety-critical applications specifically real-world autonomous driving than a dense point-cloud with high error rate and high variance. We examine the error of the standard depth completion methods and demonstrate that the error exhibits a long tail distribution which can be significantly reduced if a small portion of the generated depth points can be identified and removed. We add a "purging" step to our neural network and present a novel end-to-end algorithm that learns to predict a high-quality error-map of its prediction. Using our predicted error-map, we demonstrate that by up-filling a LiDAR point cloud from 18,000 points to 285,000 points, versus 300,000 points for full depth, we can reduce the RMSE error from 1004 to 399. This error is approximately 60% less than the state-ofthe-art and 50% less than the state-of-the-art with RGB guidance. We only need to remove 0.3% of the predicted points to get comparable results with the state-of-the-art which has RGB guidance. We did not use RGB guidance for our depth completion process which makes us able to predict 360
Introduction
Cost-effective LiDAR sensor with high resolution and dense point-clouds will play a crucial role in commercializing autonomous vehicles. So far, most of the commercialized lidar sensors generate spare point-cloud due to the limited number of beams. The cost of the sensor increases substantially with the increased number of beams and resolution. Depth completion techniques are a very inexpensive algorithmic aid to fill the sparsity of LiDAR point clouds. Various applications (e.g., object detection, visual odometry, SLAM, etc.) can be benefited from a denser point-cloud. Depth maps are generated by projecting 3D LiDAR point-clouds into 2D image space. The value of each pixel in 2D image space corresponds to the depth of each point.
Densifying sparse depth maps lies in the field of depth completion which has been studied in a variety of contexts such as depth super-resolution [16] , depth enhancement [19, 11] , depth in-painting [13] , and etc. The most general depth completion approaches in the literature focus on densifying sparse depth points where the input does not follow any specific pattern or any level of sparsity.
In this paper, we focus on LiDAR-based depth completion without RGB guidance. Using sparse depth as input our approach predicts dense depth along with pixel-wise error-map of its prediction. In LiDAR-based depth completion, error and uncertainty increase substantially due to an immense amount of sparsity in input data (more than 95% sparsity in the input). It is impossible to accurately predict the depth on areas with high sparsity or abrupt Using a raw 3D point-cloud (a), we predict a dense point-cloud (c) along with high-quality error-map (d), which we use to acquire our final high-confidence point-cloud (e). The error-map coloring is based on the rainbow spectrum.
change in depth values (e.g., edges), especially without RGB guidance. We did not use RGB guidance since it is not available for 360
• , only covers the front view and additionally is not reliable during night time or bad weather. To the best of our knowledge, predicting the pixel-wise error-map of the convolutional neural network for depth completion task is introduced in this paper for the first time. Addressing the error and uncertainty resulting from highly sparse input is almost neglected in LiDAR-based depth completion. The approaches [5, 4, 8, 9] which predict the confidence or the uncertainty maps are the most relevant work to our proposed method.
In the post-processing step, 2D dense depth along with the predicted error-map is used to generate the 3D dense point-cloud. Our results show that using our method, the root mean square error (RMSE) drops 60% by removing only 5% of the dense point-cloud.
We also separated the foreground and the background depth to guide our network to learn more accurate dense depth. In addition to the Kitti depth completion dataset, we verified the proposed method with our own data, which is captured from our vehicle equipped with Velodyne VLP-32C. We assumed 4 virtual cameras were mounted on our testing vehicle to cover 360
• field of view (FOV). Our main contributions are listed below:
1. We propose a novel method to predict a high-quality pixel-wise error-map. Our approach outperforms existing methods in terms of uncertainty and confidence maps.
Our approach generates industry-level clean (high confidence -low variance) 360
• 3D dense point-cloud from sparse LiDAR point-cloud. Our point-cloud is 15 times denser than input (which is Velodyne HDL 64 point-cloud) and 3 times more accurate than the state-of-the-art (RMSE = 300mm).
3. We conduct the uncertainty based analysis of Kitti depth completion dataset for the first time.
2 Related Works
Depth Completion
Most of the recent approaches to depth completion are using convolutional neural networks to predict the dense depth. Deep learning based approaches can easily guide their network with RGB images for a more elegant result. Although, [1, 10] are tackling the depth completion using classical computer vision algorithms. Authors in [17] provide a baseline on Kitti depth completion dataset using Nadaraya-Watson kernel regression. They also formulate depth completion as a deep regression problem and solve the problem end-to-end. They propose sparsity invariant convolution, which uses the validity mask of the sparse depth for a better result. Authors in [6] extend the idea of sparsity invariant convolution in [17] by designing a sparse invariant up/downsampling blocks. Using compressed sensing and alternating direction neural networks (ADNNs), authors in [3] predict the dense depth with much fewer parameters compared to other deep models. In [12] , authors employ an encoder-decoder architecture with skip layers and residual blocks to reconstruct the depth. Authors in [7] approach the depth-completion using an encoder-decoder scheme based on NASNet [20] .
Uncertainty and Confidence
Uncertainty and confidence in depth completion have been approached in two different categories. Methods in the first category use uncertainty and confidence as an internal process to predict finer dense depth [14, 18] . Methods in the second category predict a pixel-wise uncertainty or confidence map along with their predicted depth as output [5, 4, 8] . Authors in [14] and [18] use uncertainty as an internal step in their model to achieve better depth completion result. Using surface Normals and the predicted confidence regarding warped depth (generated by LiDAR/camera calibration) as guidance in [14] , they predict finer dense depth. In [18] , authors use uncertainty to merge the predicted depth of their RGB and LiDAR networks, which results in superior performance in depth completion.
To our knowledge, the only methods which predict confidence for their dense depth in LiDAR-based depth completion as an independent output are [5, 4] . They predict the confidence using normalized convolution layers and propagate it through the network. They use a loss function which simultaneously maximizes the confidence and minimizes the depth prediction loss. Their confidence for each point is correlated to the density of surrounding valid points, which we argue that is not an appropriate way to predict the confidence of LiDAR-based depth maps.
Authors in [8, 9] exclusively focus on uncertainty in the context of Bayesian Deep Learning by probabilistic interpretation of deep learning models. They address two different types of uncertainty, Aleatoric uncertainty which captures the noise in observations and Epistemic uncertainty which focuses on model uncertainty (noise inside the model). Although they are not explicitly focusing on depth completion, we find their approach to Aleatoric uncertainty closely related to what we are presenting in this paper. We adopt Aleatoric uncertainty as an alternative approach to our proposed method for predicting high confidence depth completion results. We emphasize that our approach is different from [8] since we focus on learning the exact value of our model error rather than the amount of noise or variance as described in [8] .
Approach
To simultaneously learn a dense depth along with the expected error map of the model, an end-to-end fully convolutional neural network is developed. We then filter the predicted dense depth out from the predicted error map by setting a threshold value, which is the maximum absolute error tolerance. In this way, the pixels in our predicted dense depth with expected high error are removed. The outcome of this process is a high confidence semi-dense depth map, which is used to generate the final 3D pointcloud. The details of the proposed network architecture for depth completion are explained in this section.
Network Architecture of Depth Completion 3.1.1 Overview
An overview of the architecture is shown in Figure 3 and can be outlined in three steps. The first step is a "separation" step, which fills and separates the background from the foreground. Both the foreground and the background maps are concatenated with the sparse input depth. The concatenated maps are then fed into the second step, which is an "enhancing" step. In this step, an encoder-decoder architecture is used to extract the deep features. The third step is a "purging" step, which learns the dense depth and model error simultaneously.
Separation
This step outputs coarse dense estimations of the foreground and the background depths. When 3D LiDAR point cloud is projected onto the camera 2D space, the foreground and the background depths get warped due to the displacement between RGB camera and LiDAR sensor as shown in Figure 2b and 2e. The Kitti depth completion dataset's ground-truth is created by enforcing consistency between the LiDAR scan depth and the depth which results from a stereo reconstruction approach and removing the points with high relative error [17] . Therefore, it only covers the foreground objects. To guide the network to learn areas where the warped transformation occurs, the "separation" step concatenates the estimated foreground and background with the sparse depth.
To estimate the background and the foreground, maxpooling and min-pooling operations are applied along with a 15x15 kernel and stride 1. Since the input image is sparse ( i.e., it mostly filled with zeros), we neglected the zero pixels during min-pooling operation. The authors in [2, 12] applied the nearest neighbor interpolation as guidance for their CNN model. The nearest neighbor interpolation provides an estimate of the dense depth, but it does not consider the LiDAR warping effect and the fact that we are only interested in foreground objects. Furthermore, it is more computationally expensive than a pooling operation, which can be easily implemented in the network architecture. Figure 2 (a-d) show RGB image, sparse depth, the corresponding ground truth which only covers the foreground, and the nearest neighbor interpolation applied on the sparse input respectively. The extracted background and foreground depth maps are shown in Figure 2 (e-f).
Enhancing
The "enhancing" step is a U-Net [15] encoder-decoder architecture with 8 residual blocks (4 for encoding, 4 for decoding) where each block performs down-sample/upsample operation on the input (which is produced by the previous layer or operation) by a factor of 2. The input of this step is the sparse input depth guided by the estimated foreground and background. The output of this step is 32 feature maps, and each of them has the same dimension as the sparse input depth.The output of this step is fed into our final step to predict the dense depth and the error-map.
Purging
The third step is the "purging" where we predict a dense depth along with the error-map of the predicted depth as shown in Figure 3 . The proposed architecture learns the error-map by estimating the network's error in each training step. Purging step includes separate streams for depth and error to capture the difference in modalities between them. Each stream has 16 feature maps, which we use to predict the final dense depth and the error-map. Depth stream predicts the dense depth and the error stream is used to predict the depth stream's pixel-wise error. Each prediction has its own loss function, which we denote by Loss depth and Loss error . The loss function Loss depth is given by
where w and h represent the width and height of the depth image, and Y andŶ are the predicted dense depth and Kitti's depth ground truth, respectively.
For computing the Loss error , initially, we need to generate the ground-truth of the error-map. To generate the error ground-truth, we create a copy of |Y −Ŷ | (which represent pixel-wise absolute error) without backward gradient path at each training step and denote it by gt error . In our training, we treat gt error as a constant and hence use it as the ground truth of our error-map to compute Loss error . We denote the copy operation by "←:" as follow gt error ←: Y −Ŷ (2) and define Loss error as the mean squared error between the gt error and E which denotes the network's predicted error, as below
We update gt error at each training step to represent the new error label. Note that if we do not stop the backward path of the gradient for gt error , minimizing the Loss error will result in both E and |Y −Ŷ | move toward each other while we only intend to optimize for E in this part. We also used the idea of copy operation without backward gradient path to normalize our mini-batch losses. At each training step, instead of minimizing the conventional losses, we minimize the ratio of the loss over a baseline. The baseline is a copy of the current loss without backward gradient path. By doing so, we achieved 2 times faster convergence time and slightly better results because of the normalization. Using ratio loss all mini-batches will have same importance no matter what the loss value is since we minimize the inverse ratio of loss improvement, not its value. More importantly, ratio loss enables us to minimize multiple objectives at the same time without the need for tuning the weighting between the loss values. This way we enforce the network to have the exact same importance for minimizing multiple losses at each training step. We denote the copies of the Loss depth and the Loss error by baseline depth and baseline error as follow baseline depth ←: Loss depth baseline error ←: Loss error (4)
In our case Loss depth and Loss error have a huge difference in values and naively adding them together will result in the network to focus on Loss depth . We add normalized values of the losses together as the total loss of our prediction. The formulation is given by
Loss total = Loss depth baseline depth + Loss error baseline error (5) where Loss total is the final loss function that we send to the optimizer. Ratio loss enables us to predict the errormap without decreasing our model performance regarding RMSE on depth prediction. Without ratio loss, the network fails to minimize both objectives concurrently. Figure 4 (c-e) show the predicted dense depth, predicted error map, and the high confidence semidense depth after removing points with predicted error more than 585 mm, respectively.
The predicted error-map shown in Figure 4 (d) show how our network learns the expected depth completion error-map. As we get further from the camera, the network predicts higher error. Predicted error increases significantly on the sky and the areas without depth value in the sparse input. Most importantly, the network learns about the edges which produce large errors.
Implementation

Kitti Depth Completion Dataset
We used Kitti depth completion dataset to train our network. The dataset has 92,750 sparse depth (projected from Velodyne HDL-64E to the left and right cameras) along with semi-dense ground truth (generated by enforcing consistency between aggregated LiDARs and stereo depths). The dataset includes 1,000 selected validation images and 1000 test images. Semi-dense ground-truth covers roughly 30% of each image. 
Training
We trained our network using a batch size of 10 on two V100 GPUs. We used Adam optimizer with starting learning rate of 0.001, and we decreased the learning rate by a factor of 2 whenever we stopped getting better on our validation set. We used the images in their original size for training (352x1216) and trained the model for 4 epochs. We noticed that using batch normalization decreases the final accuracy (since most of the input images are zero (around 95%)). We tried the batch-norm with normalized depth values, but still, we got the same results. Also, we tried L2 regularization which again decreased the final accuracy. After getting the final prediction, we clipped depth values less than 900 to 900 which is the minimum acceptable depth for Kitti. We did not investigate further tuning the network since regarding the depth prediction we were only interested in getting a comparable result with the state-of-the-art.
Experimental Results
To verify the proposed approach, comparisons with some of the state-of-the-art approaches on Kitti depth completion benchmark leaderboard were conducted. Furthermore, the uncertainty analysis of the predicted depth map was discussed.
Comparisons
Each ground-truth depth image in Kitti depth completion selected validation set contains an average of 73,128 points. The predicted dense depth images in 2D space as shown in Figure 4 part (c) are prominent, but only analysis of the prediction in 2D space may be misleading since the camera is located at a specific location. We observed apparent prediction errors around the edges and further away points by reconstructing the 3D views from the predicted dense depth images as shown in Figure 5c . Further, the reconstructed 3D point-clouds of other methods are illustrated in Figure 6 (c-d). Our analyses of the 3D point-clouds show the average error around the described points is approximately 100 times more than the average error on other parts. Therefore, we removed those significant errors from our predictions as the following conditions. We would remove points if they predicted error is higher than a predefined threshold T (which represent the absolute error tolerance) and keep them otherwise. The percentage of the good predictions, which were kept after filtering out points with high errors is denoted by "Keep Ratio."
A comparison with other methods appeared on the Kitti depth completion benchmark leaderboard is given in Table  1 . As an example, our result outperforms the state-of-theart algorithm without using RGB guidance by removing 4 points out of 73,128 (keep ratio ≈ 99.995%), which contain significant errors. Besides, our result also outperforms the state-of-the-art algorithm using RGB guidance by removing 220 points out of 73,128 (keep ratio ≈ 99.7%). Removing 731 points out of 73,128 (keep ratio ≈ 99%) from our prediction yields to 145 mm improvement regarding RMSE from the best available algorithm (e.g., RGB guide and Certainty [18] ) with RGB guidance.
We exhibit a long tail error distribution on available methods applied on Kitti depth completion selected validation set. The error of the predicted dense depth on Kitti depth completion dataset has a large variance. This justifies why only removing a small portion of the predicted dense depths can yield to substantial improvement on RMSE of the predicted depths. Figure 7 illustrates the variance of the RMSE based as a function of the keep ratio using our predicted error-map. Furthermore, it worth remarking that we believe the effect of our method on the final error is more than what is described in Table 1 . As we see in Figures 6b and Figure 5b , most of the points lying on the edges and also further away points are removed from Kitti depth completion ground truth. This means even using stereo and accumulated LiDAR it was impossible to guess the depth values on these points accurately. However, all available methods are filling these areas as regular ones, and Kitti does not penalize methods for described areas since no ground truth is available for them. We also compared our results with other methods appeared on the Kitti depth completion benchmark leaderboard on Kitti's test set in terms of iRMSE, iMAE, RMSE, and MAE without removing any points. The results are given in Table 2 .
Uncertainty Analysis
In this section, we analyze the predicted error, confidence, and uncertainty maps with respect to the proposed approach, Nconv [4, 5] , and Aleatoric uncertainty in [8] , respectively. In order to find a unifying way to compare uncertainty, confidence and error maps, a comparison is based on the "keep ratio" described in section 5.1. Please note that the error has a direct relation with uncertainty and an inverse relation with confidence. Our experimental results show that Nconv [4, 5] does not provide a precise confidence-map. Their confidences are generated using normalized convolutions and are correlated with the density of valid points. The confidence of LiDAR-based depth completion in 2D space barely have any correlation with the density of valid points since in Effect of removing points on absolute error variance using our predicted error-map on Kitti selected validation set. Error variance drops significantly by removing small ratio of the predicted depth points.
2D image space further away points look denser, while they are more sparse in 3D. LiDAR-based sparse depth also has a higher density in the warped area described in section 3.1.2 which increases the ambiguity. Both of these scenarios yield to lower confidence in the process of depth completion although [4, 5] predict high confidence for them. Using their approach increasing the confidence threshold to remove more than 20% of the predicted dense depth, increases the RMSE error since we end up with further away points. Aleatoric uncertainty described in [8] have not been used for depth completion prior to our work. We modified our network architecture outlined in Figure 3 to predict the dense depth and the Aleatoric uncertainty. Following our "purging" step structure, the first stream will predict the dense depth (mean) and the second stream predicts the uncertainty (noise/variance). The loss function is defined as below
with σ, y, andŷ denoting the uncertainty, dense depth, and depth ground truth respectively. Authors in [8] carefully craft the Equation 6, predict the log of the error, add softplus layer for uncertainty, and optimize their model for MAE not MSE for stability. Still, the training process is quite unstable and slow. To get comparable results with our method, we had to tweak our network architecture (since it did not converge well using our foreground/background approach) and continue training the model 5 times more than our approach. The training process is slow and unstable since the model needs to find a way to tune two predictions of logσ and y without any guidance. Our method does not have this issue because of the guided training and completely separate objective functions for the predicted depth and error-map. [4] and has more details specifically about the edges compared to the Aleatoric uncertainty, which makes ours perform better with lower removal percentage. Depths are represented in log space and values are shown using "nipy spectral" spectrum. Figure 8 shows an example of the predicted confidence, uncertainty and error-map using Nconv, [8] 's Aleatoric uncertainty and our proposed method. Figure 9 shows the comparison between the described methods regarding the root mean squared error as a function of keep ratio percentage. Our results based on Aleatoric uncertainty and our proposed error-map significantly outperform Nconv. As described in section 5.1 error of depth completion methods on Kitti has a very high variance although Equation 6 naturally ignores points with high errors by decreasing their training weight and focuses on points that it can predict accurately. Therefore, using [8] 's Aleatoric uncertainty we are not able to get a comparable accuracy regarding the RMSE and MAE with our approach without removing any points, although results get slightly better than our method as we decrease the keep ratio percentage less than 95%.
It is possible to put more weight on points with low errors using our approach, yet we have not done any weighting on our depth prediction results since we were interested in predicting the error-map without altering the predicted depth and let the users choose their desired error tolerance as a parameter. [4] denoted by blue bars, our proposed error-map denoted by red bars and our implementation of Aleatoric uncertainty-map using Bayesian deep learning [8] denoted by yellow bars.
Our VLP-32C Data
We also used our VLP-32C lidar data to reconstruct the 3D view. The spare 3D point-cloud is projected onto four virtual cameras. We assume each camera has 90
• filed of view (FOV) and mounts around the vehicle to cover 360
• of FOV. We pass four 2D sparse depth images through our CNN to get the dense depth images and their corresponding error-map. The error of depth completion increases significantly from 64 to 32 beams of LiDAR. Hence, filtering the predicted depth with respect to a predefined threshold value on predicted error-map is essential. In the last step, we project the 2D images back to the 3D view. The result is shown in Figure 10 .
Conclusion
In this work, we investigate the process of generating dense point-cloud using the sparse point-cloud of LiDAR sensors. We emphasize the importance of uncertainty analysis of depth prediction specifically in cases with no RGB guidance. We introduce a new method to train a deep convolutional network to simultaneously predict depth and error-map with no degradation regarding the depth prediction. Our method is straightforward to implement and outperforms the available methods for depth uncertainty and confidence. We also deployed the Aleatoric uncertainty described in [8] to predict depth completion uncertainty.
